Abstract-CT images can be either reconstructed analytically or iteratively. The analytic methods, for example filtered backprojection (FBP), are known to be computationally inexpensive and highly accurate. Iterative reconstruction has the advantage that arbitrary constraints and beam profiles can be incorporated. For medical computed tomography (CT) the subgroup of statistical reconstruction algorithms seems of high interest since, similar to positron emission tomography (PET) reconstruction, better dose usage is expected. However, iterative methods are computationally extremely expensive and therefore have been applied to modalities with low amounts of data (e.g. PET) only. Recently, a highly promising study of ordered subset convex (OSC) reconstruction for medical CT applications has been published [1]. The publication lacks a comparison to the gold standard FBP, however. Therefore, we have implemented OSC and compared it to filtered backprojection. Image quality was evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively. Simulations of a head, a thorax and a low-contrast phantom as well as the reconstruction of patient data showed a strong dependence of OSC image quality on the object shape for the suggested number of iterations. Highly eccentric objects, such as the shoulder, yield distortions and CT number deviations whereas the more circular cross-sections (as used in the original paper) can be reconstructed quite well. Analysis of the image noise levels (at equal MTF and therefore equal resolution) show advantages of OSC over FBP. Noise reductions of 20 to 30% were observed. Since medical CT images must be of high fidelity for all cases and since the reconstruction times are increased by several orders of magnitude for OSC, the statistical algorithm does not appear suitable for use in clinical CT scanners, yet.
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I. Introduction
I N medical computed tomography (CT) highly accurate images with high and isotropic spatial resolution and extremely low noise are required at a minimum of patient dose. CT image reconstruction must be computationally efficient to perform in real time. This is currently achieved using image reconstruction algorithms based on filtered backprojection (FBP) in two or three dimensions or on Fourier reconstruction approaches [2] .
In contrast to these state-of-the-art analytic methods there are iterative reconstruction algorithms that view the reconstruction problem from a numerical point of view. They seek to invert the system matrix or to maximize the probability of the measurement by iterating between spatial domain and projection domain. Their key advantage is the ability to model any arbitrary beam geometry and to be potentially able to operate at reduced patient dose by accurately modeling the quantum statistics of the scan [3] . These techniques, however, require up to a few hundred iterations to converge sufficiently. Each iteration consists at least of one reprojection and one backprojection of the image and the rawdata, respectively. Consequently, one itInstitute of Medical Physics, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Krankenhausstr. 12, 91054 Erlangen, Germany. Corresponding author: PD Dr. Marc Kachelrieß, E-mail: marc.kachelriess@imp.unierlangen.de eration is at least as expensive as two FBP reconstructions. Further, iterative reconstruction requires the full field of measurement (FOM) to match the field of view (FOV) of the image. Hence, the reconstruction of just a small object region within the slice of interest is not possible. Since the FOM radius R M of modern medical CT scanners lies in the order of 250 mm and the spatial resolution below 0.5 mm an image covering the full FOM must have at least 1024 2 pixels which is a four times larger number than for the 512 2 zoomed images used in today's CT scanners. Due to these facts a complete iterative reconstruction is orders of magnitude slower than its analytic counterpart.
There have been many extensions to statistical reconstruction algorithms in the last decades mainly dedicated to emission tomography. Recently Beekman et al. applied the ordered subset convex (OSC) algorithm to simulated medical CT phantom data [1] . As few as eight iterations were found to be sufficient for medical CT image reconstruction.
Based on the OSC update equation
where ν counts the subsets, p constitutes the measured projections and R is the Radon transform operator we reconstructed CT images f and benchmarked them against the gold standard FBP. Our choice of simulated phantoms and measured patients tries to overcome a major drawback of reference [1] where only the almost circular head phantom (www.imp.uni-erlangen.de/phantoms) was used. Here, OSC is additionally applied to the thorax phantom and to patient data. Since our main interest was to find out if statistical methods can achieve lower image noise than FBP we took care to provide images at equal spatial resolution.
II. Materials and Methods

A. Scan and Image Geometry
The simulated scan geometry used is a two-dimensional parallel beam geometry. The projection angle is parameterized by ϑ and the ray distance to the origin is given by ξ. Thereby, a complete ray is given by
The scan is discretized according to ϑ n = ϑ 0 + n∆ϑ and ξ m = ξ 0 + m∆ξ with n ranging from 1 to N and m ranging from 1 to M . For our invesigations we chose ∆ξ = 0.75 mm to approximate the detector spacing of noninterlaced standard scan modes of modern CT scanners. Choosing M = 1 + 2R M /∆ξ as the number of detectors and ξ 0 = −(M + 1)∆ξ/2 symmetrically covers the FOM. We further use ∆ϑ = π/N with N = 3M/2 to adequately sample the FOM with a 180
• rotation. The attenuation data themselves (line integrals) are denoted as p(ϑ, ξ). The images are sampled at
The pixel dimensions are given by ∆x and ∆y.
Iterative methods require the image to completely cover the field of measurement (assuming the object is unknown). We use square images with square pixels and we choose ∆x = ∆y = ∆ξ/ √ 2 to sample the image with a similar density as the object has been sampled during simulation. From these settings follows I = J = 1 + 2R M /∆x and x 0 = −(J + 1)∆x/2 = y 0 = −(I + 1)∆y/2. The image or object function itself is denoted as f (x, y).
B. Re-and Backprojector
We denote the re-and backprojection using the Radon transform operator R. Thereby, the operation p = Rf denotes the reprojection of the object function f into projection space p. The transposed operation
is the backprojection of p onto the image f . Due to discretization R may be viewed as a matrix whose elements denote the intersection length/weight of a given ray and a given pixel. Thereby, the elements of R directly correspond to the values l ij of reference [1] .
C. OSC Algorithm
Let k = 1, . . . , K denote the iteration number and the total number of iterations, respectively. During each iteration, all N views of the data set are visited. In OSC each iteration is divided into a number of subsets s k such that each subset visits N/s k views, on average. We define the total subset counter ν that counts through all subsets of all iterations. Thus, 1 ≤ ν ≤ K k=1 s k . We further define the subset Radon transfrom operator R ν that corresponds to the reprojection of the views of subset ν. R ν consists only of those lines of R that are contained in subset ν. And we define the sub-sinogram p ν that consists only of those lines of p that are contained in the subset ν.
Then, the OSC update from subset ν to subset ν + 1 is
which is equivalent to equation (1) of reference [1] . Here, the exponential function is applied element-wise to each vector entry.
The choice of subsets is performed as in reference [1] . For a given subset ν the views n, n + s k , n + 2s k and so on are accessed in this order. The starting value n is chosen to lie in the largest gap of views that have not been processed recently and, in cases of ambiguity, the one with the maximum separation from the previous subset is chosen.
For convenience, we will also note the number K of total iterations together with the algorithm name. For example OSC64 means that the image has been reconstructed using 64 iterations of OSC.
D. FBP Algorithm
The filtered backprojection algorithm is rather simple. It consists of the convolution of the data p(ϑ, ξ) with a ramp kernel k(ξ) and the backprojection f = R T (p * k) into the image (see, for example, reference [4] ). The details of the kernel used are not of interest here; we chose it to best match the resolution of the OSC reconstructions (in the average MTF sense).
E. Simulation
Phantom simulations have been performed with the dedicated simulation tool ImpactSIM (VAMP GmbH, 0-7803-8257-9/04/$20.00 © 2004 IEEE. Möhrendorf, Germany) that analytically computes intersection lengths through phantoms defined by constructive solid geometry (CSG). Without loss of generality, all CSG objects were assumed to be tissue-equivalent and monochromatic beams were simulated. A 3 × 3 subsampling was used for each simulated ray element to mimic the finite aperture size (focal spot and detector aperture). All phantoms used are described and defined in the phantom data base at www.imp.uni-erlangen.de/phantoms.
E.1 Head Phantom
The head phantom used closely resembles the head phantom used in reference [1] ; both are based on the original version described by Schaller [5] . The reason for simulating the "official" head phantom is that the FORBILD phantoms have been widely used in the literature since their publication [6] . To simulate the z = 0 section of the head we used R M = 125, ∆ξ = 0.75 mm, M = 335, N = 502 and I = J = 473. As in reference [1] , images of the head phantom are displayed in the gray scale window (50 HU/100 HU). Additionally, we present difference images. These use (0 HU/100 HU), by default.
E.2 Thorax Phantom
Seeking for a less circular object than the head phantom we decided to use a slice of a shoulder at z = 144 mm of the thorax phantom [6] . The simulation parameters of the thorax are R M = 252, ∆ξ = 0.75 mm, M = 673, N = 1009 and I = J = 952. Images of the thorax phantom are set to (50 HU/250 HU), difference images to (0 HU/100 HU).
F. Patient Measurements
Patient data of an abdomen scan and of a head scan acquired with a 16-slice cone-beam CT scanner (Somatom Sensation 16, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany) with a collimation of 16 × 0.75 mm were used for further evaluation. Similar to the scanner's internal reconstruction algorithm, the acquired fan beam data were rebinned to parallel beam geometry using the advanced single-slice rebinning (ASSR) algorithm [7] prior to FBP or OSC reconstruction. The reconstructed slice is windowed to (0 HU/500 HU) for the abdomen and to (100 HU/500 HU) for the head. Difference images are windowed to (0 HU/100 HU).
III. Results
OSC reconstructions of the head phantom are promising except for the behavior in the frontal sinus. Figure 1 illustrates the dependency upon the number of iterations performed. Although the images are of high quality the recommended 8 iterations do not suffice to reproduce CT values within the said region. Whereas FBP achieves the exact value of −1000 HU within the frontal sinus, OSC reconstructions yielded −987 HU, −993 HU and −997 HU for 8, 16 and 32 iterations, respectively.
Regarding the measured data of a patient head in figure 2 similar discrepancies are observed within the frontal sinus.
Reconstructions of the thorax phantom confirm the suspected failure of OSC reconstructing non-circular objects with a low number of iterations satisfactorily. As much as 128 OSC iterations were required to produce acceptable images. Even more, figure 3 reveals that there are still artifacts emerging from the arms. These artifacts are not visible in the FBP image. Surprisingly, OSC128, which has the same spatial resolution as the FBP image, exhibits 33% less image noise in the central region compared to FBP. A further advantage is that OSC image noise appears to be less correlated and less structured than FBP noise.
The patient reconstructions of the abdomen region given in figure 4 show that 32 iterations of OSC are sufficient to reproduce all details. The observed increase in the reconstructed CT values for the central region (OSC 82 HU vs. FBP 65 HU) that was not found in a peripheral ROI can be understood taking into account that OSC is less susceptible to beam-hardening and scatter artifacts than FBP. This is because rays of high attenuation contribute less than rays of low attenuation to the reconstruction. Such differences between OSC and FBP are not observed in monochromatic and scatter-free simulations as is indicated by figure 5.
IV. Discussion
Regarding image noise, noise structure and taking into account the additional flexibility given by the statistical algorithm (which has not played a role for our investigations) the OSC reconstruction seems to be promising. Especially the reconstruction of the thorax/shoulder region yielded encouraging results since image noise was reduced by 33% and structured noise was almost completely removed by OSC.
However, a severe drawback of OSC is the required reconstruction time. We were not able to confirm that 8 iterations are sufficient to come close enough to the desired image quality. Even for the reconstructions of the head phantom we observed that at least 16 or 32 iterations were necessary to achieve the required accuracy of the order of 1 HU. High reliability and accuracy, however, are required in clinical routine both with respect to reconstructed geometry and density. Uncertainties with iterative reconstruction are introduced in particular due to the algorithm's object dependence. Whereas 16 iterations suffice for the head, 128 iterations or more appear to be required for the shoulder. One possible solution may be to improve the OSC algorithm by using a FBP reconstruction as the initial image estimate. First results indicate that this improves convergence. However, noise properties then tend to be too similar to the FBP case [8] .
In any case, the large amount of OSC operations increases the reconstruction time by several orders of magnitude as compared to the gold standard FBP. These values presently appear unacceptable for clinical routine even when assuming a significant increase in computing power in the next years.
